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Commentators agree that the sensibility of the post-Modern age was marked by 

playfulness, irony and self-reference; some saw, underneath all this relentless fun, a sort of 

world-weariness indicating that we lacked issues worth addressing, so we could devote ourselves 

to historical self-reference and mirror-gazing without any fear of distraction by real problems. 

And for several decades of economic boom in the last quarter of the twentieth century and for 

twenty years after the fall of the Wall, when big problems seemed to disappear, this may have 

seemed a viable attitude. It was especially viable in those protected backwaters of academia and 

the art world where for many people the proof of the validity of what they did was precisely the 

fact that people outside weren’t doing it. Postmodernism flourished in the cracks. The footsore 

average viewer in a contemporary art museum still said, “My three-year-old can do better than 

that!” And academia and museum directors said, “See what we mean? They just don’t get it, 

which means we do.” This after all was the intellectual world that prided itself on arming itself 

with a wall of jargon so impenetrable that no one outside the Modern Language Association 

understood a word, a world that proudly engaged in “theorizing” or “problematizing” a text 

rather than, gasp, reading and talking about it.  

Now, things are different: we have real problems. In 2010 it’s almost a decade after 9/11, 

the U.S.’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have gone sour, and it’s two years after the crash that 
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ushered in the Great Recession. In the U.S. as well as most of the rest of the West, 

unemployment, bankruptcies of what had seemed gilt-edged institutions, and a ballooning deficit 

have taken their toll. And then there’s global warming—the last apparently a problem for many 

years before, if not acknowledged as such. And the number of listings in the job market that the 

Modern Language Association runs has dropped over 50% in the last two years, the largest two-

year drop ever. Want to theorize a text? Take a number. Post-Modernist irony and self-reference 

as a reaction to this seems like fiddling while Rome burns, and the endless recycling of other 

works that was the lifeblood of post-Modernism now just seems a sign of the exhaustion we must 

transcend if we’re to have a chance at transcending our woes. Post-Modernism is dead.  

Like any movement deprived of a reason for being, however, post-Modernism will 

certainly go through at least a decade of zombie existence, apparently alive but in fact a body 

without a soul—until suddenly one day it just keels over. Post-Modernism, after all, provided the 

vocabulary for a generation, perhaps two. And if that’s the vocabulary you’re used to, that’s the 

vocabulary you use—until it becomes clear even to you that it’s ridiculous. Post-Modernism is 

sometimes shortened for those in the know as “pomo,” so let’s call it that. And let’s call what 

follows post-Modernism the Post-Crash Age, PCA. In the interim, before pomo completely gives 

way to PCA in expression as well as fact, look for situations that seem pomo but are actually 

PCA.  

Such, for example, as we see in the sudden efflorescence of ads from print-on-demand 

(POD) book publishing services like Xlibris and iUniverse in the pages of the New York Review 

of Books. These ads showed up in the last few years, and by the beginning of 2010 had gotten so 

numerous as to change the look and feel of the whole “book” (as a newspaper is called in 

journalese). They’re numerous (five full pages from Xlibris alone in the December 19, 2009 
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“Holiday Issue” and the January 14, 2010 issue too and intermittent throughout 2010), look 

different enough from the other ads to be visually striking (they’re louder, more garish), they’re 

on the right side of a spread where your eyes gravitate, so you can’t avoid them when you turn 

the page, and their writing style and level is radically different from anything else in any issue 

they appear in—especially the ads for Ivy-level university presses that are their closest 

comparables, and certainly different from the articles. Unlike anything else in the book, they’re 

really badly written. In fact, they’re horrible. And they’re both sad and embarrassing. As we say 

on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, where I come from: Bless their hearts. Unfortunately, there’s 

no way to pretend these things aren’t there and move on, murmuring politenesses; they’re way 

too evident. They demand to be considered, so consider them we should.  

The articles in the NYRB, of course, remain well written, almost egregiously so—well 

written, we might say, to the point of affectation. These are predictable in form: whatever book 

or books (occasionally a movie or theater piece) an article is taking as its hook—on a subject that 

could be never so abstruse (wine-making in Medieval Provence, say)—the article always takes 

time to fill in the reader on the background of the larger topic in a kind of continuing education 

course for college-educated adults before turning to a reaction to a particular book. Some articles 

may not say much; sometimes the subject will have been beaten to death in the Review’s pages: 

the whole book seems permeated with the sensibility of Ashkenazy Judaism, which not everyone 

shares. One sighs over the 100th article on the West Bank, or Central Europe after the fall of the 

Wall. Many articles are by the same old authors; detractors have called the NYRB the “review of 

each others’ books.”  

But still, these articles will always at the very least be beautifully written.  And the book 

ads from the major university presses and prestige commercial presses are at least tasteful. Even 
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the classified ads at the back of the book are correct, if repetitive: rentals in Tuscany with superb 

views and private vineyards, or meetamonials (as my Indian friends, playing off of Indian 

newspapers’ pages of matrimonial ads, call them) put in by agencies discreetly representing 

mature but still attractive professional ladies in search of companionship and more, not to 

mention tote bags with NYRB logos and David Levine drawings to show your friends just how 

intellectual you are—all the stuff of New Yorker ads as well, for that matter: the ads for wine or 

book gadgets or squashable Irish hats to wear while tromping around in the fields.  

 Book publishing company 

Apparently the NYRB has chosen to regard places like iUniverse and Xlibris (which are 

owned by the same company, AuthorSolutions, that also owns POD company AuthorHouse) as 

publishers, since their ads are placed where those of university presses and the more posh 

commercial presses run, not clustered together at the back under the Classified Ads or together 

under “Independent Press Listings”—and they’re clearly not museums or colleges, the only other 

sort of places with ads here. But it’s more than a metaphysical conundrum whether these are 

really are publishers, and hence whether the NYRB should be publishing their ads at all. Xlibris 

describes itself on its Web site as a “book-publishing company” providing “publication services” 

at various levels (editorial, marketing) and for various budgets: this suggests it is a publisher. 

However the site’s home page is headed “self-publishing your book with Xlibris,” which 

suggests that it’s the author who publishes, not Xlibris. There’s no evidence that NYRB would 

sell a full-page ad directly to an author to tout his or her work. But they do sell them to Xlibris 

(and the others), who sell them to authors at a hefty mark-up, to tout their books. The ads are 

written by the author him- or herself. You rent the stage, you do what you want on it. 
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Fees for ads from Xlibris come on top of fees for publishing (or is it: allowing you to 

publish?). Publishing “packages” with Xlibris range from $399 to $13,999: “Advantage” (below 

“Basic”) up through “Executive,” “Premium,” and “Platinum” (the “9”s in the prices are funny, 

an adoption of supermarket techniques invented in the 1950s to convince people they’re paying 

less than they are, or to avoid crossing a psychological boundary, say at $99; here there’s no 

visible boundary at $14,000 that should pose a psychological barrier). Xlibris then sells these 

authors (or they also “publishers?), as an additional “service,” the space it’s bought from NYRB. 

Xlibris charges $12,999 for half a page while NYRB charges Xlibris about $15,000 for a full 

page (some variation for premium placement or features), which nets Xlibris about a 90% profit.  

Apparently more than a few Xlibris authors have to be convinced to do this, a process 

with begins by impressing them with the importance of what they’re doing. Xlibris’s Web site 

calls NYRB “the premier literary-intellectual magazine in the English language.” “In the English 

language” is affectedly high diction—normal is “in English”—faux-genteel the way that 

“prestige” movies or PBS/BBC specials are based “upon” the novel by whomever, rather than 

merely “on.” The rest of Xlibris’s pitch is in line with this “raise your little finger when drinking 

tea” diction: what exactly, we might ask, does “literary-intellectual” mean? Is it a magazine for 

sub-group of intellectuals, the literary kind? Or is it both literary and intellectual? A magazine 

can be literary, but can a magazine (as opposed to a person) be intellectual?  

“Since it’s [sic] inception 1963,” the Xlibris page touting the “service” of these ads goes 

on (aside from not knowing the difference between a possessive and a contraction, Xlibris 

apparently thinks of something founded by two people as having an “inception,” a word usually 

reserved for much less specifically human actions) “it has been a forum where great intellectual 

minds meet and discuss world issues.” If a magazine can be intellectual, then a mind probably 
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can be too (as opposed to a person being intellectual): but can minds (as opposed to people) 

“discuss”? Are we to think of “mind” as a synecdoche/shorthand for “person”? If so, where are 

these people discussing? In the reviewer’s consideration of “world issues” (sounds more like a 

current events magazine) through his or her reaction to the books (or occasionally movie or 

theater work) under consideration? Or just in the 100th article on the fall of the Wall? 

Scared that, as an Xlibris author, you won’t fit in with such august company? Xlibris tries 

to allay those fears: “The magazine features self-published authors’ works in every issue.” 

“Features?” Well, in the ads, sure. I guess that’s “featuring.” The next step will certainly to re-

cycle the author’s own blurb as publicity, ascribing it to The New York Review of Books, as pull-

out quotes cited in ads for books are ascribed to The New York Times or The Washington Post 

rather than to a particular reviewer.  

You can also buy an Xlibris ad in other publications: the Web site passage touting the 

benefits of an ad in the New York Times Book Review offers this come-on: “The New York Times 

offers clients access to an unsurpassed audience of affluent, engaged and influential consumers, 

quality content environments, and ‘brand halo,’ meaning the reputation of the NYT rubs off on 

the ads seen in their publications. The New York Times brand has always been associated with 

credibility, trustworthiness and prestige.” We’re selling you membership in an elite club, not just 

ad space. 

Cutting edge 

These ads turn recent issues of the New York Review into a combination of educated (the 

articles) and down-home (the ads), sleek prose surfaces and bumbling self-parody. The result is 

not pomo, though it seems so: it’s PCA. During the pomo pre-Crash blow-out, such a 

combination of Ivy League and trailer park would have been assumed to be intentional, like 
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looking at a pile of sticks in the prime-real-estate Whitney Museum, and the result “cutting 

edge”—as we used to say admiringly, as if this were a thing devoutly to be wished. The sudden 

mushrooming of page after page of lurid visuals and even more lurid prose in the quiet halls of 

the visually understated and the well-turned phrase isn’t pomo. It’s pure economics, which is to 

say, an expression of PCA.  

This is something quite different than the conscious mixing of levels—social, economic, 

intellectual—that is the hallmark of the Modern age from Romanticism onwards. It isn’t even a 

sensibility: it’s a fact, a result of necessity, not of choice. In this case, PCA is in what you see. 

An even clearer expression of PCA is what you don’t see in the NYRB and on concert stages: the 

unpublished books, the cancelled performances and seasons, the dead dance and theater 

companies, the elimination of literary novels from increasingly commercial publishers’ lists and 

the focus on guaranteed sellers or predictable genre works, the slots for Assistant Professors that 

have been frozen. These too are expressions of economics, and hence of PCA. Only we don’t see 

them, because they’re not there. The ads in the NYRB are visible for all to see. 

For that matter, this situation marks the end not only of pomo but of the Romanticism 

from which it was descended. One of the hallmarks of the last two centuries from Romanticism 

through its child Modernism and its grandchild post-Modernism has been mixing of “levels” 

both in form and content, as Romanticism made the break with ancien régime neo-classicism 

absolute. It was just this mixing of levels that the Romantics, rejecting neo-classical tidiness, had 

(for example) found so attractive about Shakespeare. Modernism, the next wave of Romanticism, 

began to actually include the “low” as well as the high: Dada included scrap paper in its 

assemblages and Cubism threw in newspaper headlines; in “The Waste Land,” Eliot quotes from 

barmen (“HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIME”) and complaints by charwomen about having their 
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teeth out and what to do when their husbands get demobbed—all this low-life trivia rubbing 

shoulders with quotes that were a warp-speed-read of the Great Books. 

Enter the post-Moderns, the children of the Modernists. Instead of a few discreet scraps 

of low added to the high, they would, they apparently resolved, reach out and bring great hunks 

of the world, some only slightly re-worked, into the realm of art. That way people could be 

aware of it, as apparently they couldn’t be without the artist acting as middle(wo)man. Artworks 

became about the assertion that the work was art. If it was signed, it was an artwork, no matter 

how much it looked like part of the world. The post-Modernists brought piles of rocks that 

looked like the ritual circles of ancient peoples but weren’t into the now-cavernous spaces of the 

art gallery; they put an abandoned store front complete with a pair of paint-spattered boots inside 

the museum; they put what seemed to be huge machine parts in wood fill a whole room that had 

been cleared of a dozen intricate paintings the better to show this great construction off against 

blank walls; they made a plaster cast of the space inside a lower-middle class sitting room and 

invited us to look at the hunk of plaster.  

Post-Modernism was all about mixing things up to challenge the status quo. But that, of 

course, presupposed that a) things were clear somewhere, somehow, to be mixed and b) nothing 

really bad was going to happen while you were so busy blurring boundaries. The Other was to be 

courted, not denigrated: there was no sense that the Other might actually turn out to be 

dangerous. All of it presupposed an unending flow of money and security: this was the art form 

of the spoiled children of peace and prosperity. 

It was all play-acting, like Marie Antoinette playing at milkmaids and peasants in the 

Trianon, the upper classes slumming. Now, bad things have happened, and meatloaf and 

cupcakes are the comfort food of choice among the twenty-somethings, whose primary concern 
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is to get a job so they don’t have to move back with Mom and Dad. To be sure, things had been 

getting dreary for a decade or so, even before 9/11, the end of “Mission Accomplished” or the 

Great Recession, in the way that jokes that go on for too long always get somewhat forced. The 

kids don’t want pomo any more: they don’t even read, it seems, and reading Derrida or Borges is 

hard work. Besides, it wasn’t their movement, but that of their parents, who now run the 

museums and the universities, and the young have to own the latest rebellion or it isn’t fun.  

 Still, the pomo people assert that they’re still necessary. But that’s because they’re late-

generation Romantics. All post-Romantic art is a futile assertion of power, based on the belief 

that the unwashed masses need artists. Shelley asserted, in the “Defense of Poetry,” that “the 

poet is the unacknowledged legislator of the world.” Others, this concedes, pass for legislators—

the legislators, statesmen, “men of action,” while the poet is marginalized—but really, could we 

only see properly, artists are more powerful than the powerful. But if he has to say it in a 

“Defense of Poetry” it can’t be true, because he presupposes that poetry is quoted in everyday 

language, whereas the point is precisely the concession that it isn’t. The assertion is that poets do 

too matter because they re-make language, the basis of being: without new language, no 

perception of the world. If a poet doesn’t make words fresh, the world loses its color. What else 

would a poet say?  

You have to pass by us: this is the credo of the post-Romantic artist, eager to remove the 

word “unacknowledged” from Shelley’s phrase. The Russian Formalists, most clearly Victor 

Shklovsky, generalized the point of view a century later to echo Shelley’s assertion (Shklovsky 

in his essay “Art as Technique”) that the perception of art is necessary for the perception of the 

world, indeed the very being of the world: “the artist makes the stone stoney.” Art 

“defamiliarizes” the world and so makes us perceive it anew. No artists, no perception.  
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 Non-artists, of course, didn’t see things that way. Romanticism was aware that poets 

didn’t think like the masses, and solved what could have been a troubling contradiction with its 

notion of the artist out in the avant-garde of the general population—one of Victor Hugo’s “wise 

men,” mages, or flying above them, like Baudelaire’s albatross. We’re right, you’re wrong—and 

one day you’ll appreciate us. The poets were acknowledging that what they did wasn’t what 

people wanted.  

This created a split in Romanticism between artists’ (unpopular) high art and (popular) 

low entertainment. The split widened in Modernism, with increasingly unpopular artworks that 

the artists insisted perceivers had to adapt to rather than the reverse—such as Joyce’s Ulysses, 

that required years to write and years to (re-)read, twelve-tone music where the row was 

inaudible; abstract painting that couldn’t be hung in one’s bourgeois living-room and couldn’t be 

understood as being “about” anything but the artist’s sensibility. Yet the Modernists were aware 

of the gap, and in their own rarified way, tried to bridge it: this produced the first conscious 

mixing of levels, the incorporation of low art into high. But still a picture made with scraps of 

waste paper remained a picture on the wall; a ballet about a pagan ritual with stomping and 

discordances remained a ballet in an opera house. Most tourists move quickly through museums 

of contemporary art and exit shaking their heads. As they should: the pretense is that it’s for 

them, but actually it isn’t. It’s all an act of self-presentation by artists, much as literary studies in 

the later twentieth century because something of interest only to professors. No wonder students 

dropped away.  

Whether reacting to or against the fact of a separable set of objects, the post-Romantic 

artwork presupposed itself as the basis of its own definition. And this is why post-Romantic high 

art largely lost its audience. People who do not presuppose the artwork, do not assume they must 
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go to the artist to perceive the world, have open to them a huge candy store of sensations and 

experiences for which they do not, so to speak, have to pay an entry fee. Want to see how odd a 

wrapped object looks? Look at bridge supports under re-construction, or note the shrink-wrapped 

boats that dot all boat stores lots in the winter months near the Chesapeake Bay. Want to see a 

lightning storm? Be at the right place at the right time: you don’t thank an artist, but God. Want 

to see surreal machine parts? Go to the dump of a Nevada ranch. Want to see an eerie empty 

storefront coated in ghostly dust? Keep your eyes open as you walk down the street.  

Or look at the half-melted ridge of snow with the rusted tailpipe emerging from it: it’s far 

more interesting, stumbled on here as an accident, that it would be if you had driven in to town, 

paid tolls at the tunnels, parked the car, and looked at refrigerated glass cases with the same thing 

in the Whitney Museum. There the level of expectation is so high many things won’t meet it; 

going about our business, life is full of interesting things. And no necessity to stroke an artist, or 

thank him/her for giving us the experience. Of course artists don’t want this to happen. The only 

possible reason you could be impatient with stuff in museums is that you just don’t get it.  We’re 

trying to make you perceive, and you don’t even appreciate us. No wonder artists separated more 

and more from the world.  

 Kudzu 

 Which brings us back to those lurid ads now threatening to take over the New York 

Review of Books, like kudzu gone wild, or rabbits in Australia. The mixing of levels, high-toned 

and low-life, Olympian and frankly sweating, cool (the articles and Ivy Press ads) and puffing 

(the Xlibris ads) may look pomo. But it’s not. It’s no longer the toffs imitating the rabble outside, 

which was the essence of pomo. The Xlibris (and iUniverse) ads aren’t like that. They are the 

rabble, only now they’re inside. They’ve been invited in to the table under the understanding that 
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no comments will be made about their lack of manners, which the quality pretend not to notice. 

But of course, they’re there because they’re paying to be there. They think they’ve scored an 

invitation, entered the big time. In fact they’re only tolerated because of their money. And 

desperate, sad money it is too, paying for the fact of the ad in the NYRB rather than for an effect 

the ad surely cannot have. It’s as if Carnegie Hall rented out the stage at intermission for 

amateurs who wanted to be able to say they had “played at Carnegie Hall” in the hopes this 

would lead somewhere—and probably wouldn’t understand the implied asterisk after that 

statement. 

How do you know it’s PCA rather than pomo, even if it looks like the same old mixing of 

levels we’ve had since the Romantics? Because it’s about money, and it’s out of control: the 

people who buy the space can write anything they want. And clearly do. Since loss of ad revenue 

(as well as readers) is the epitaph of print journalism in the PCA, the $75,000 NYRB gets for the 

five Xlibris ads alone per issue clearly help to keep the Review afloat. Not that there’s anything 

wrong with that. You do what you gotta do.  

If they were beer ads in the NYRB, we’d smile or laugh ruefully or understand it as part of 

the game. After all, commercial television offers this same alternation of program with 

advertising. The problem is that they’re not beer ads, or even car ads, or ads to get seniors to 

pressure their doctors into prescribing some new and questionably effective drug. They’re trying 

to look like “real” book ads, which is worse than if they just admitted they were about money, or, 

say, beer. They end up like the overdressed frumpy harridans of both sexes whom Flaubert so 

devastatingly sent to Emma Bovary’s ill-omened wedding, farmers trying to look uptown and 

failing miserably who get rowdy after one drink too many and end up passing out at the table. 

They think they’re gorgeous with their kleassy clothes; we know they’re horrible.  
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Of course we can say it’s not just about money; there’s a philosophical commitment of 

the NYRB to outfits such as this that plays a role as well. A series of articles in the last decade in 

the Review, largely by Jason Epstein, gave a warm welcome to then-new POD technology on 

which companies such as these are based. (Epstein is a partner in a company called On Demand 

Books, that has developed an instant book printer called the Espresso Book Machine.) His 

articles touted the future of book kiosks on corners, like the pay toilet pods in Paris, where you 

could have practically any book delivered from a computer and a printing machine in a couple of 

minutes (such, for example, as his own machine). This was to make not only classics available 

instantly and on the street, but remove the great (and growing) barrier of commercial publication 

to every(wo)man. Everyone with a book inside need now only write it: the other steps were taken 

care of. Everyone would be a published author. Think of the choice! 

Since then the backlash has occurred, with people acknowledging the great benefits of 

POD (anybody can hold a book s/he’s written) while spelling out the hidden downsides: there are 

suddenly too many such books to be noticed by anyone but the authors themselves and their 

Aunt Sallies, and most of the people “with a book in them” don’t actually have anything to say—

nor do they write very well. The result exists, sort of. They’re “available on Amazon.com,” but 

who would think to look them up? And brick and mortar bookstores won’t stock them, usually 

won’t even order them.  

The Xlibris Web site acknowledges that this fact has been a “major obstacle” and offers 

another “service” where for between $1200 and $1800, in addition to the “publishing package” 

with its own array of “services,” you can pay a distributor to make your books returnable, if you 

can talk a bookstore into ordering a few copies. Let’s say bookstores order 100 copies (unlikely): 

you’re personally subsidizing each one (whose cover price is likely to be between $20 and $25) 
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$18, in addition to your “publishing package.” (Another page of the site tells authors to dress 

neatly when they go to try and get bookstore managers to order their book, and don’t lash out 

verbally if s/he says s/he won’t be stocking it. ) Still, according to Xlibris, the returnability 

feature works: “The magic words: ‘My book is returnable through Ingraham distribution’.”)  

Self-published books rarely sell or even print more than a handful of copies. But they do 

have the advantage, for the businesspeople who run places like Xlibris, of having their finances 

controlled by someone who’s devoted to them: their authors, probably encouraged (or even 

subsidized) by other family members. And for that reason, they are the one part of the book 

market that’s taken off while the rest has shriveled in this PCA. Bowker, the company that puts 

out Books in Print, reports that while print-run book production declined 3% in the U.S. in 2008, 

POD titles more than doubled in a single year, the second year in a row of triple-digit growth. 

All told, it means more than half a million new titles were listed in the U.S. alone in 2008, now 

half of them through “self-publishers.” This technology has allowed self-expressors to have their 

15 minutes of what is being sold to them as fame, to look at a pile of objects bearing their name. 

Have they published a book? Or merely printed one? The jury is still out on that.  

Sucking air 

Everybody knows that the New York publishing world is sucking air, bookstore sales 

down, mid-lists virtually decimated, old-style print-run-and-then-stockpile business models now 

outmoded—but what is to replace them? Book sales, like subscriptions to newspapers, were sent 

reeling by the rise of the Internet and hit the mat with the KO of the Great Recession. John 

Oakes, most recently of the small house Four Walls Eight Windows, writes on his new Web site 

of his “long decades toiling in publishing’s increasingly barren fields” to justify his co-founding 
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OR Books (with Colin Robinson of Verso and The New Press). “It’s the system that’s evil,” 

writes Oakes. “The system must be abandoned.”  

Many authors concur, their thoughtful, well written, and original books refused by old-

style publishers as not sufficiently commercial, or languishing unpromoted and unsold. Oakes 

new venture, which sells directly to consumers and bypasses both brick and mortar stores and 

online retailers like Amazon, is one possible solution. And yes, the physical books themselves 

are generated only when ordered, so they’re POD too. Oakes emphasizes the importance of 

effective marketing and publicity, and in a year, his company had published a single book: Going 

Rouge, an uncomplimentary response to Sarah Palin’s rush autobiography, Going Rogue. In 

2010 it added two books about Gaza and Gordon Lish’s Collected Fictions. 

Companies like Xlibris exist to make money for the company, not get books read. They 

also use POD technology to list and print a few copies of thousands of books a year, and the 

author does it all—writes the book, sets it up, designs the cover, writes the blurbs, and then tries 

to sell it. The big plus of POD technology is that the book doesn’t exist physically until someone 

buys it; e-books (which Oakes and Robinson also sell) never, in the paper sense, exist at all. Thus 

you don’t have to print it in advance, stock it, send it to bookstores, deal with returns (so long as 

they’re returnable the bookstore can order 100 copies to make an attractive pile, and return 99 of 

them, which are then pulped).  

Out and proud 

But back to those ads. The full-page ads from XLibris (to continue to concentrate on this 

one company, which is clearly determined to out-advertise iUniverse) go so far beyond the 

smaller and much more discreet “Independent Press Listings” that the NYRB has been running 

for years as to be a new species. Some of these “independent presses” really are so, to begin 
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with: among those with listings in the January 14, 2010 issue are the Cato Institute in 

Washington, the University of Tulsa Press, the James Joyce Quarterly, and the Littman Library 

of Jewish Civilization. Xlibris and iUniverse are here too. But these listings are small, confined 

to several pages you can skip if you want to, and formatted on an almost invisible light blue 

background. Even the kooky titles in the Independent Press Listings tend to be predictably 

kooky: Six Laws of the Meaning of Life, aliens, psychotherapies guaranteeing success, and so on. 

We just flip through them and keep going. 

The full-page XLibris ads in the January 14 issue (as one example), by contrast, dominate 

the center of the book’s first half, five ads placed on the right side page of ten consecutive 

spreads. They’re visually brasher than any of the ads for Ivy or Ivy-level presses: unlike the 

tasteful repressed-WASPy white backgrounds for Columbia or Harvard University Presses, those 

for Xlibris are flamboyant, ethnic, out and proud: they don’t speak conversationally, they shout. 

Their backgrounds are eye-catching photographs of landscapes and naturescapes that are sharp in 

a thin frame around the edges, and partially fogged out for the central pane with the words and 

images of the book covers. (Some seem set up by graphics school dropouts, with the words too 

light to be seen against the images.) Even in the middle, the viewer sees there’s something in the 

fog—leaves, the same field and sky that are so clear at the edges: the effect is of vulgar busy-

ness, too much fuscia in clothes, or crushed velvet. The name “Xlibris” appears clearly across the 

bottom in the clear part of the photograph, and emerges from the fog up the right side of the 

page. In the muted halls of The New York Review, the contrast between these ads and the rest of 

the book, all whites, blacks, and David Levine caricatures, is jarring.  

Still, it’s not yet awful; in fact, it’s kind of brash and refreshing. But then, caught by the 

in-your-face visuals, and ready to cut them some slack and give them a chance, you start reading. 
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The layout, that’s clearly a bit vulgar but knows it, gives way to the pathos of the prose. Because 

the layout, whether ill- or well-executed (those illegible letters), at least has a concept. The prose 

they feature doesn’t.  

The biggest ad the Xlibris Web site offers (though, see below, this can apparently be 

doubled) is a half page advertisement, which costs the author, remember, $12,999. Such as for 

Someone Has to Pluck the Chicken/Someone Gets to Sound the Alarm by Vern Duane Porter, on 

page 19 of the Jan 14 NYRB.  

We might initially be willing to consider the possibility of laughing with, rather that at, Vern 

Duane Porter—his name, for starters, is so in-your-face hillbilly (he chose to use the “Duane,” 

which he needn’t have done) as to be fun, and this business of the plucked chicken is promising. 

Promising too is the surreal “umbrella meeting a sewing machine on the operating table” 

juxtaposition of plucking that chicken (outdoors, or in a rustic kitchen; a routine domestic chore 

in the age when farm living prohibited squeamisness about the fact of killing and eating animals 

that we’ve been able to develop in the age of grocery stores) with “sounding the alarm,” 

something that goes better with cities (the Blitz?) or large buildings, or societies in trouble. The 

picture on the cover of an average middle-aged man, with nerd lasses, a felt hat, a shapeless 

leather jacket, and what looks like a rubber chicken, is promising too: this has to be a joke, right?  

 No such luck. Here’s the blurb, all $13K of it. “Come with me through a storm of 

different yet compelling ideas as I comment on our history and science, Sharia Law and the 

Koran. Laugh at the shenanigans of farm life in the early 1900s and learn how they got by 

without modern conveniences. Get a broader perspective on the McCarthy hearings, the dangers 

of mining deep underground in the Idaho panhandle. Learn of my struggles with racists in the 
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LDS Church, with promoters of corporate greed on the job, and my search to find answers to my 

health problems.” 

 There’s more. Much more. But just for the heck of it, let’s take this seriously as prose, 

considering it bit by bit.  

 “Come with me through a storm of different yet compelling ideas”  

“Come with me” sounds inviting, rather memory lane: but who would voluntarily come 

through a storm? “Different” ideas—different from what? What we’re used to? From each other? 

And “yet” suggests that “compelling” is the opposite of “different,” which therefore ought to 

imply “expected” or “boring,” not compelling.  

“As I comment on”  

Who would listen to someone “comment” for longer than a minute? Comments are tiny 

things, marginalia, and only the very famous or learned earn our interest to the extent of having 

us listen to this much. A whole book of “comment” by an unknown? And comment on what? 

“our history and science” 

—wow! All of it? Presumably this has nothing to do with sharia law or the Koran, since 

these are mentioned separately, but how a set of Islam’s laws and holy book relate to “our 

history” (apparently they aren’t part of this) or science is blurry: are these comparably large 

subjects, “our” history, “our” science, the Koran (not ours?) and sharia. Now that’s an umbrella 

and a sewing machine.  

“Laugh at the shenanigans of” 

—how can this end? First, we decide when to laugh; it’s rare when someone can invite us 

to do so and actually achieve this effect (rather than say the funny then). And the NYRB audience 

is likely to by unimpressed by the aw-shucks gosh-gee notion of “shenanigans” being funny: the 
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word itself is too old-school. Logically, in any case, this phrase has to finish with an actor or 

actors, as in the “shenanigans” of John and Joe (shenanigans are physical humor, difficult to 

imagine for more than a handful of discrete individuals). So that’s what we need. What do we 

get?  

“The shenanigans of farm life in the early 1900s”  

Farm life can’t engage in shenanigans. Then we’re enjoined, in the same sentence, to  

“learn how they got by without modern conveniences.”  

What does this idea have to do with the other, the “shenanigans of farm life” with how 

“they” (? farm life?) “got by without modern conveniences”? That’s the implication of their 

being in the same sentence, after all.  

“Get a broader perspective [than what? the narrow one we are assumed to have?] on the 

McCarthy hearings” 

—which, after a comma, is followed by the hilarious and apparently related idea, “the 

dangers of mining deep underground in the Idaho panhandle.”  

This last, as a stand-alone, has possibilities. Are the dangers related to the depth? The 

Idahoness of the attempt? The panhandleness of the site? Possibilities abound.  

“Learn” the next sentence begins in an imperative, and it sounds like Kipling: “hear, o 

best beloved”—“learn of my struggles with racists . . . . with promoters of corporate greed” 

(who actually promotes corporate greed rather than exemplifying it?)”; and then the sentence 

falls apart. This is a sentence whose structure is “learn of my struggles with A, with B,” but does 

not, as we’d assume, continue “with C,” but instead continues: “and my search to find answers to 

my health problems”  
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Learn of struggles with racism, promoters, and with my search? If so, problems continue. 

What would “struggles with my search” mean, especially after the first two things with which he 

struggled were adversaries and this one is him? And we’re hardly on the edge of our collective 

seats, eager to hear about his health problems. Rush out and get 222 pages (hardback $29.99, 

paperback $19.99) of this kind of writing. 

 It’s worse than a no-talent singer on “American Idol” because we watch this program 

knowing contestants will be awful: the people who aren’t awful come as a shock. (That’s the 

charm of the Susan Boyle video that took over YouTube in 2009.) In the NYRB, this nonsense 

sits opposite a page of gorgeous prose, and our eye travels from one to the other in a horizontal 

line. Just across from the picture of the plucked (or is it rubber?) chicken (we can’t tell at this 

size) is the following bit of opulence: “Just as Roth’s ‘Jewish conscience’ was itself silent 

suspended by editorial sleight of hand, a no less misleading elision of Céline’s posterity has been 

made.” And three sentences below: “Once one extends the reach of Godard’s claim to include 

the anti-Semitic trilogy, the congruence of Céline’s wink-wink misanthropy with his unblinking 

sociopathy becomes apparent.” It may be wrong, it may be trivial (we can’t judge until we read 

the article and read or re-read Céline) but heavens! Is it gorgeous stuff! (The author is Wytt 

Mason.) 

 Heart of the Prisoner (on a page that’s a closeup of flower stalks) claims our sympathy 

by explaining that this is a poet “incarcerated for seven out of his twelve-year sentence in federal 

prison” (seven what? try: “already having served seven years out of his twelve-year sentence”). 

And then it gives a sample, the poem our “incarcerated” (high-toned Latinate word) author is 

apparently proudest of, “Masterpiece.” (“This collection offers insight into the devastating life of 
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the prisoner” etc.) We see that the title refers to a person, but at some level it must also be 

thought to refer to the poem that follows. 

Gauguin was a great impressionist 
Monet’s fair brush did swirl 
All these combined on canvas 
Could never paint my girl.  
 

The book costs $15.99 paperback and $24.99 hardback. We’re assured there are “over 

one hundred pages of deeply felt poetry.” The book “reminds readers to be serious with one’s 

[sic] actions” (how can anyone be serious “with” an action?) and the author “hopes that between 

the pages [between the pages?] of his stirring composition, readers may find inspiration and joy.” 

The ad cost someone, presumably the incarcerated Mr. Moschetti, $12,999.  

This is sad, but still not horrifying. Horrifying has to be reserved for a full-page ad in the 

December 19, 2009 “Holiday Issue.” The background is an intense robin’s egg/ cloudless 

summer sky blue, with the exception of a green band at the bottom echoing the same color in the 

book cover, whose other half is blue. It’s not just background, it’s a startling color, an aw-it’s-

springtime color. We see the book cover too, filling about a quarter of the page: it has pink apple 

blossoms filling two corners. Isn’t that sweet! The title of the book continues this “too cute for 

words” theme: Two Golden Rings. A title that echoes a Christmas carol is already a bit on the 

edge, and becomes cloying when re-tooled to refer to a married couple. The fact that the couple 

in question is two men doesn’t dilute the treacly sentimentality, and the book’s subtitle sends us 

fleeing in terror, if we had any inclination to stay: “A chapbook of poems celebrating the 

wedding of David Marshall and Larry Corse.” I didn’t go to the wedding (I wasn’t even invited), 

so I don’t need what was handed out rather than bottles of bubbles (or should have been). I 

certainly won’t pay money for it, and neither will anyone else outside of the inner circle of 

Messrs Marshall and Corse. 
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Still, this kind of “interesting to ten—or a hundred—people” sort of book is arguably 

what pay-for-it-yourself POD was invented for: the contemporary equivalent of the “privately 

printed” memorial books, reminiscences of lost sons that families had made up to assuage some 

degree of their grief after World War I. Only if that’s what it is, why buy a full page in the New 

York Review of Books, that apparently cost $26K—twice the half-page rate of $13K (oops: 

$12,999)—to offer it to rank outsiders who by definition won’t give a damn? For the most 

sickening thing of all (right after the cloying blue and the even more cloying apple blossoms that 

flank the two wedding rings on the book cover) is the superscript at the top of the ad. It says: 

“Must-have titles for every bookshelf . . .” (ellipses as written, and the ad is devoted to only one 

title). Every bookshelf? Must-have titles? Unreal. You want to rent a billboard in Times Square 

to say that Tommy loves Sally? Or Tommy loves Sammy? Fine. Do it, by all means. That 

arguably would be something a post-Modernist could love: outsider art is cool! Lowbrow is cool! 

Tomato soup cans, if reproduced on silk screen and signed, are cool! But this is way beyond 

pomo. Here it’s not the intelligentsia who are rubbing their hands over how delicious 

unreflective expressions, whether personal or mass-cultural, can be. It’s unreflective expressions 

trying to pass for art, the tomato soup can insisting that it too is an Andy Warhol. 

The prose in the blurb is as sickening as the robin’s-egg blue, the Christmas carol book 

title, and the apple blossoms. Presumably it was written by the book’s author, “Dr. Larry Corse, . 

. . Professor Emeritus of English and Theater at Clayton State University and the founder of the 

Larry Corse prize for Playwriting” (capital letters as written).  

Here’s the beginning: 

“‘Free to be who we are and love who we will.’” A direct quote from Larry Corse’s Two 

Golden Rings is exactly the point he is driving at.”  
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What’s the point here? That we should be free etc.? That we are free etc.? And oh! A 

direct quote! As opposed to what? An indirect one? We speak of direct or indirect discourse 

(“Go!” vs. “He said that I should go”), not quotes; it’s either a quote (accurate/inaccurate etc.) or 

it isn’t. Besides, a collection of poems (“written in chapbook style,” it says, mistaking a format—

chapbook, a small booklet—for a style of writing) that “drives at” any point isn’t likely to find 

many takers—the verb is too relentless, and it’s a bit dispiriting to think that he doesn’t even 

actually get to his point, but only “drives at” it.  

 But here it is enjoying the “halo effect” of the NYRB. This is PCA: it’s all about money, 

but not even honest about being all about money. It’s PCA trying to look like pomo. And pomo 

is hoist on its own petard. This is what seemed so delicious to the pomo people, all this walking 

the cutting edge of the marginalized, the un-powerful. But now, in the PCA age, the formerly 

marginalized are the powerful ones, because they’re not ironic, they’re not self-referential, and 

they’re not aware (as the post-Modernists so achingly were) of coming at the end of time: they’re 

full of themselves, and they want us to be too. These are the people willing to pay money for ads; 

without ads the magazine is under siege. Sauve qui peut.  

The pomo sensibility, following Foucault, frequently insisted that the notion of quality or 

of value judgments was an action of power, the expression of the taste of the dominant group 

(usually straight white males). Indeed, pomo claimed frequently to challenge the notion of value 

at all. Only of course it didn’t. Instead, it wanted its own hitherto-undervalued writer or 

movement to also be taught in Ivy League universities, to be read and be the subject of learned 

papers. Pomo attacked one holder of the seat of power in order to substitute another. The notion 

of unjustly neglected or marginalized presupposed some notion of valuation: these 

writers/artists/thinkers should have been mainstream and weren’t. And it all had to end up in the 
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museum, on the syllabus, at a scholarly conference, between covers. There we would 

problematize it.  

Now, people aren’t sticking around for the problematizing. Our new economically-driven 

deference to every individual view is related to the way professional arts criticism is dying and 

“write your own reviews” on the Internet or booming, or to the way news sites on the Web all 

encourage people to leave their own comments. My opinion is just as good as yours!  

Pomo presupposed the revolution hadn’t happened yet. Ivy-league professors writing 

about Barbie and Princess Di! A major art museum full of motorcycles and Jackie O’s clothes! 

How deliciously pomo! Only if people don’t see the shock of removing the Kandinskys or the 

Vermeers to do this, and don’t miss Chaucer or Shakespeare on the syllabus (or note they’ve 

been “problematized” to make teaching them tolerable to the professors), the substitution isn’t so 

delicious any more. When the populist revolution has succeeded and each person’s views are just 

the same as everyone else’s, what point is there to having Ivy League professors and museum 

directors? They’ll be the first to be thrown on the scrap heap of history. When there are no more 

students in the English Department classrooms, or people asking for paintings and being given 

Jackie O! instead, whom is there left to shock?  

 

PCA calls the bluff of pomo: okay, it says, pay your money and you can be in the 

museum (or the New York Review of Books). You wanted value judgments gone? We’ll declare 

everybody a masterpiece: there, it’s done; the playing field is now flat. Two Golden Rings 

deserves its place next to Zora Neal Hurston. Or at least it says it does, being a must-have title 

for every bookshelf. Money wins out. It’s like the bourgeoisie in capitalism that, according to 

Marx, “has resolved personal worth into exchange value,” and “drowned the most heavenly 
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ecstasies of religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy 

water of egotistical calculation.” In a way it’s fabulous, because it pops the pretense of Romantic 

art: that all non-artists require artists. If you have to assert it, it already by definition isn’t true, so 

Romanticism was a lost cause from the get-go, and things went downhill from there.  

 A pragmatist would say, the NYRB needs money and has a philosophical commitment to 

POD books. So they’ve decided to hold their noses and treat a supplier of publishing services as 

a publisher, if for no other reason than that very few people can actually make the distinction 

between these two anyway, or say whether there is one. If asked why Xlibris shouldn’t “count” 

as a publisher we might say: because there’s no gate-keeping, anybody can get in, and does. But 

of course that’s a weak argument: commercial publishers don’t gate-keep for quality, only for the 

bottom line. Nobody says Dan Brown or Tom Clancy are well written, or more than guilty 

pleasures at best. Besides, sometimes Eugene O’Neill seems to have a tin ear too, and Theodore 

Dreiser is universally panned for writing badly. And what of Balzac’s sensationalist vulgarity?  

So do we mean only, at least they aren’t self-deludingly pitiful? Fine, but is junk that lots of 

people will buy better than junk that is only of interest to the author’s family? It’s hard to make 

the argument that it is.  

 The ads in the NYRB are what pomo might have been if it had really left the confines of 

the museum rather than just playing with the delicious notion of doing so. Their desperation, 

their horribleness, their belief in themselves remind us that we don’t need to go to an art gallery 

to see shreds of newspapers in pictures ca. 1922 or front pages of moon landings from 1968. We 

can just read the newspaper. We don’t need high art to gesture at the huddled masses outside, 

clamoring to be heard. Now their voices are loud and clear.  
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The world is in fact full of deluded people and horrible prose, or music, or art. The art of 

the post-Romantic era defined itself by banishing this outside, even when it talked with a guilty 

conscience about the fact that it had done so and made outsiders seem vastly more worthy of our 

attention than insiders. But now it’s no longer banished. It’s here. Welcome to PCA. Be careful 

what you wish for.  


